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Lecture  9  & 10          SCREENING TEST                       Dr: yaseen Taha sarhan 

 

 

In the field of preventive medicine three basic assumptions are made: 

1. Health and disease do not follow an all or non phenomenon. 

    There is a progression from a state of optimal health to a state of disease.      

  

2. Doctors do not see or recognize all the ill health of the population. There is 

an iceberg of unrecognized or unreported preclinical and clinical disease. Doctors 

working within health care institutions do not see all aspects of health and disease in 

the population. What they see is only the tip of the iceberg. 

 

      3. Medical intervention assists in arresting or reversing the disease process. 

This is more likely if: 

a. the intervention is achieved early, 

b. the natural history of disease is modifiable by the intervention in favor of better 

outcome and     

c. there is effective intervention in the disease process. 

 

Screening is one method to achieve early discovery of unrecognized disease and thus 

early intervention in the disease process. 

Definition of screening  

Screening is a medical investigation carried out on apparently healthy population in 

order to sort them out into those who are likely to have a disease (who need further 

investigation to ascertain the disease presence and to decide on treatment) and those 

who are likely to be free from the disease. Screening is achieved by the use of rapid 

tests, examinations or other proceed. For example : widal test which is a screening 

test , but culture and direct microscopically examination are gold standard test for 

typhoid fever . 

Example : a patient with enlarged lymph node the common cause is  infection , but 

if we suspected is a malignancy , we do biopsy or FNA , these are definitive tests 

which give definite diagnosis , so positive in gold standard means definite presence 

of the disease . 

 

Diseases appropriate for screening : 

1-the disease should be serious : e.g → phenylketonurea if  mis diagnosed → mental 

retardation . 

2-early diagnosis and treatment should improved the prognosis (before symptoms 

develop). 
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3-the prevalence of the preclinical disease should be high among the screened 

population .  

 

                                                                 Test negative       →      Assurance and re-                        

                                                                                                                    screen  

 A given population      screening                                                  after some time       

                                                                 Test positive               further 

                                                                                                     investigation and 

                                                                                                     treatment if                        

                                                                                                      indicated   

                                                                                                                                                                               

Screening is useful in the following aspects: 

     a. Public health protection particularly in case of serious communicable diseases 

     b. Direct contribution to the health of individuals. When disease is    discovered 

earlier, its treatment and outcome are likely to be in favor of individual's 

interest. 

     c. Research. Data generated by screening can be used for research analysis. 

 

Types of screening 

1. Mass screening which covers the whole population. 

2. Selective screening which may cover those at high risk of having or 

developing a condition in the future. For example, screening of obese people 

for early detection of diabetes. 

3. Multiple (multiphasic) screening which involves the use of a variety of 

screening tests on the same occasion to search for several conditions. 

4. Prescriptive screening to early detect and control of the disease.   

 

 

Requirements for the success of screening program: 

1. The condition for which screening is carried out must be an important public 

health problem. The problem or disease occupies a significant priority  

2. There must be effective treatment for the discovered cases with facilities to 

deliver such treatment at the time it is required. 

3. The natural history of the disease is well understood and can be modified in 

favor of better outcome and improved survival. 

4. The test used in screening need to be: 

                                                             Valid or accurate 

                                                             With high predictive values 

                                                              Repeatable 

                                                              Error free 

                                                              Economic 

                                                              Safe 

                                                              Available and practicable 

                                                              Ethical issue 
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Validity:                     disease (gold standard ) 

Test 

 positive negative  

          

positive 

True positive False positive True + and 

F + 

               

negative 

False negative True negative T- and F- 

 All disease All non disease N 

 

Validity (may be called internal validity) is the ability of a test to measure what it is 

supposed to measure. It consists of two components: 

 

Sensitivity: the ability of a test to correctly identify true diseased persons. It is also 

called true positive rate. 

Sensitivity= true positive /  true positive + false negative (all disease) 

A highly sensitive test will rarely miss a case , more valid . duo to decrease of  false 

negative .  

 

 

Specificity: the ability of a test to correctly identify true non diseased persons. It is 

also called true negative rate. 

Specificity= true negative / true negative +false positive (all non disease) 

A highly specific test will rarely stigmatize healthy as disease . decrease in false 

positive .   

 

Diseased individuals who are not identified by the test are missed cases are false 

negatives. Non diseased persons who are labeled by the screening test as being 

diseased are false positives.    

The validity of a screening test is assessed against the results of a test known or 

thought to be more accurate. This test is called standard, reference or validating 

test. 

The screening test may be a specific question, a physical examination procedure, a 

laboratory test or other methods intended to identify unrecognized disease. 

It is important to be aware that the validity of a test is affected not only by 

characteristic of the test but also by host factors , such as stage or severity of the 

disease and presence of other conditions . 

In screening test , probability of       F+ = F+ / F+ + T- .(all non disease) 

Probability of               F- =F-/ F- + T+ .(all disease)   

But there is a trade off between sensitivity and specificity : example measuring 

(intraocular pressure ) by tonometer . now let us put a cut off point at x –level , so 

the test determine all the persons with glaucoma (who are above it ) , but according 

to this test (inferior test) (why)→some disease –free persons will be included as 

glaucomatous .this is an aggressive level , (high sensitivity ) but with( poor 

specificity) and ↑ in F+ → a lot of people who do not really have the disease were 

categorized as having the disease . and have no F- . But at y- level high specificity 

and poor sensitivity , a lot of people who really had the disease were categorized as 
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not having the disease . ↑ F- , no F+ .such phenomena occurs in tests with grading 

such as blood pressure , fasting blood sugar , but test which give either yes or no are 

not included e.g → endoscopy . 
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Sensitivity should be increase on the expansive of specificity when : 

1-when the disease is serious . e.g phenylketonurea or disease can spread e.g syphilis 

. 

2-when the subsequent test is cheap . e.g Blood pressure screened by repeated blood 

pressure measuring . 

While specificity should be increase when cost or risk subsequent tests are 

substantial . 

Reliability : refers to the consistency of  results having the same result every time 

you repeat the test . 

 (A)Biologic onset→(B)disease detectable by screening→(C)symptoms develop →(D) 

death. 

From (B) TO( C) CALLD PRECLINICAL PHASE . 

For screening to be of benefit treatment given during the detectable preclinical 

phase , and must result in a better prognosis . 

     A                                B                                    C                   D 

Biological onset              disease detect by screening       symptoms develop        death 

 

 e.g ca - lung has a very poor prognosis regardless of when treatment is initiated . 

ca- cervix : during pre invasive  stage , the cancer usually a symptomatic , can be 

detect by screening test using –papanicolon smear ---so give treatment during this 

stage . 

sources of variability in screening test . 

1-Biological variation : because the measures are not constant over time e.g ---blood 

sugar , pulse rate , respiratory rate . 

2-Instrumental variation : due to calibration and standardization . 

3- Intra observer variability . among the same person . 

4-Interobserver variability : variation among different people (subjective 

assessment)  

  

Predictive value of a screening test . 

In practice , the ability to predict the presence or absence of disease from test results 

is dependent on the prevalence of the disease in the population tested , as well as on 

the sensitivity and specificity of the test . 

The higher the prevalence , the more likely it is that a positive test is predictive of 

the disease .  

PV of positive test , proportion of true positives (diseased individuals 

) among all those who have positive test results. 

PV+= true positive / true positive + false positive . 

PV of negative test is the proportion of non diseased individual among all those who 

have negative test results .   

PV-= true negative / true negative + false negative . 

Factors that determine predictive value : 

1-prevelance : higher prevalence → higher  PV+. Low prevalence →higher PV - . 

when the validity criteria remain unchanged or equal therefore PV+ depend on 

prevalence of disease .   

2-sensitivity : A high sensitive test → ↑ PV - .( false - ) ↓. 
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3-specificity : A high specificity → ↑ PV + . (false +) ↓ . 

 

Yield of screening program it depend on : 

1-sensitivity : the higher the sensitivity , it will catch up the higher percentage of 

cases of the disease .if the test has low sensitivity and therefore identifies only a 

fraction of the diseased individuals , the yield may be poor , regardless of  other 

factors . 

2-prevelance of the disease . the higher the prevalence , the higher the yield , when 

the community is loaded with disease . the screening programs will detect more 

percentage . when ↓ prevalence of   preclinical disease, The PV+ will be low even 

using a test with high sensitivity and specificity . 

 

Let us use an example: In a study carried out in city X to evaluate the ability of 

doctors in charge of prenatal care to identify high risk pregnancy among users of 

the services. The validating test is the opinion of a team of specialists in Obstetrics 

and gynecology. The study was carried out on 800 pregnant women and the results 

were as follows: 

 

Of these 800 pregnant women, 440 were considered high risk by the team of 

specialists. Of this high risk group, doctors in charge were able to identify 230. In 

addition, they labeled 55 of the non risky as risky. How accurate (valid) was the 

judgment of doctors in charge of prenatal care on the risk status of pregnant 

women? 

To answer the question, we arrange the data given in a convenient table (the so 

called 2x2 table.   

                                                   

 

 

 

                                                    Opinion of the team 

                                                     High risk        Not risky                Total 

 

Opinion of doctor 

In charge              High risk                230                 55                    285 

                              Not risky                210                305                   515 

                             Total                440                360                  800 

 

From the table we see that: 

 

                                      Total high risk pregnancies by the team        = 440 

                                       The doctor in charge identified correctly      =230 

                                              

                                                    230 

The sensitivity of doctor  = ----------- X 100 = 52.3% 

                                                     440     
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                                      The total non risky by the team                   = 360 

                                      The doctor in charge identified correctly    = 305 

                                       

                                                  305 

The specificity of doctor    = --------X 100 = 84.7%    

                                                  360 

 

Of the high risk group, 210 were missed by the doctor in charge. These are false 

negatives and the false negative rate is therefore: 

 

                                       

                                    210 

False negative rate = ------ X 100 = 47.7%   OR   = 100- sensitivity                                                           

                                    440                                        = 100-52.3= 47.7% 

 

Of the non risky pregnant women, 55 were considered as risky by the doctor in 

charge. These are false positives and the false positive rate therefore is: 

 

                                    55 

False positive rate = ----- X 100 = 15.3%  OR =  100 – specificity = 100- 84.7 = 15.3%                  

                                   360 

 

The overall agreement rate was (230+305/ 800 = 0.669 or 66.9%). This may be called 

repeatability. Some authors however consider repeatability as the percentage of true 

positives by both tests out of total positives by either one. From the table above, the 

repeatability was (230/ (440+ 285)= 0317 or 31.7%) which was very low. 

                                 

The overall misclassification rate was (210+55) / 800 = 0.331 or 33.1%). 

  

From these calculations it is clear that doctors in charge of prenatal care are not 

very competent in identifying all high-risk pregnancies (their sensitivity was only 

52.3%). Missing some of the risky women may expose such women to avoidable 

complications. Doctors, however seem more competent in the identification of non 

risky pregnant women (their specificity was 84.7%) but they have tendency to label 

wrongly about 15.3% of the non risky women as being risky. 

In real life, we do not know the exact extent of high- risk pregnancies and we 

depend on the process of risk identification in this context. Therefore, in addition to 

validity, one would like to know the extent of true cases out of total positive cases by 

the screening test and the true non cases among the total negatives by the screening 

test. This necessitates the calculation of what is called the predictive values of the 

screening test. 

 

The predictive value in the above example is as follows: 
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                                              230 

Positive predictive value =  -------- X 100 = 80.7% 

                                             285 

  

                                                    305 

Negative predictive value = ------ X 100 =59.2% 

                                                    515 

 

Notes: 

1. Sensitivity and specificity do not change with the change of prevalence of 

disease but do change with the changing of cut off points between normal 

and abnormal. 

2. Predictive values vary extensively with variation in prevalence of disease. 

3.  Any screening test is highly preferable to have high sensitivity and specificity 

to avoid misclassification of screened people. 

4. A highly sensitive test is required for the screening of fatal disease and highly 

communicable disease to avoid missing any case. 

5. A highly specific test is required for the screening of non-fatal and fairly 

common disease to avoid over diagnosis and flooding the health care 

facilities with false positive case.   

Implications (consequences) of high false readings  

1. Diseased persons are deprived from treatment. 

2. Non- diseased persons may be subjected to unnecessary treatment. 

3. The disease may be fatal and/or very communicable. 

4. Problems related to the test used in screening such as cost, acceptability and 

side effects. 

 

Reliability (precision) 

A reliable screening test is one that gives consistent results when the test is 

performed more than once on the same individual under the same conditions . 

The effect of prevalence on predictive value positive for a test with a given 

sensitivity and specificity . 

 

Prevalence              PV+             sensitivity            specificity  

0.1                              1.8                  90                        95 

1                                 15.4                90                        95 

5                                 48.6                90                        95 

↑ prevalence             ↑ PV                    unchanged 

 

 

So  high PV + can achieved by : 

1- ↑ Specificity of the test . 

2- ↑ prevalence of the preclinical disease .    
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Q1/Anemia prevalence in country X is 1.5 % , and that 10000 persons will be 

screened . The screening test will measure blood hemoglobin  concentration . A 

value of 11.5 mg/dl or less is considered positive . The sensitivity and specificity 

associated with the screening test are 22.9% and 99.8% respectively  .  

a- Set up 2x 2 table with appropriate numbers in each cell . 

b-Calculate false positive percent , false negative percent . 

c-Predictive value of a positive test , predictive value for negative test . 

d-How many false positive and false negative will occur if 100000 people     are 

screened .  

e- What is the relationship between sensitivity and specificity in relation                            

       to increase in or decrease in prevalence rate . 

a-  

 anemia No anemia 

             11.5mg/dl or less  + 34 20                                   54 

           Above  11.5 mg/ dl - 116 9830                              9946 

 150 9850                              10000 

 

1.5% x 10000= 150 total disease . 

10000-150=  9850 all non disease.  

 

b- 22.9% =  T+ / ALL DISEASE .  

     22.9%=T+/ 150 .  T+= 34  

False -  = 116/ 150 x 100 = 77.3 % . 

 

 

99.8%= T- / all non disease . 

99.8%= T-/ 9850 . T-=  9830. 

False + = 20 / 9850 x 100 = 0.2 % . 

 

C- 

PPV= 34/ 54 x 100= 63 % . 

NPV= 9830/9916 X 100 = 98.8 % . 

 

d-F+ = 200 persons . 

    F- = 1160 persons .  

 

 

Q2 /A   Hypothetical example of application of a screening test with 99 % 

sensitivity and 99% specificity on 1000000 population with a prevalence of 

disease 1/ 10000 . find PPV and NPV ? 

 

0.01 x 1000000=  100  all disease .       

 

1000000- 100 = 999900 all non disease . 

99%= T+ / all disease . 

T+= 99% x 100 = 99 . 

T- = 99%X 999900= 989901 .     
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 Disease           no disease   

                Test  + 99                           9999 108098 

                Test   -   1                           989901 989902  

 100                      999900 1000000 

PPV= 99/ 108098 X100= 0.90 % . 

NPV= 989901/ 989902 X 100 = 99.99% .  

SO VALIDITY CRITERIA IS UNCHANGE OR EQUAL , THEREFORE  PV 

DEPEND ON PREVALENCE OF DISEASSE .   

IN ABOVE EXAMPLE IS A RARE DISEASE (LOW PREVALENCE ) ---→ ↑ 

PV- AND ↓  PV+ .  

 

Q3/ Two tests , test –A and test –B are available to diagnose a certain disease . 

these tests have the following characteristic . 

 

Test-A   positive in 25% of patients who are disease free, negative in 2% of 

patients who are diseased . 

 

Test-B   positive in 2% of patients who are disease free , negative in 25% of 

patients who are disease .  

 

  What are the sensitivity and specificity of each test? Which one do you    prefer  

   for the  screening of a relatively severe disease? 

 

 

Q4/. To assess the validity of a screening test in detecting cases of disease (X), 

the  test was performed on 100 patients with the disease (X) and on 800 

normal   persons. Positive results were obtained in 95 out of the 100 diseased 

and in 70 out of the 800 normal persons. 

Calculate the sensitivity, specificity and overall misclassification rate of this 

test. 

Is this test useful in screening of fatal disease? Explain.   
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